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Section 1.0: Workshop Overview
1.1 Background
The Project Management Plan (PMP) for Rebuild Earthquake Damaged Solukhumbu Schools
(REDSS) Project seeks the final project completion report within one month after the completion
of project. On 28 December 2017, the project stakeholders gathered to participate in Annual
Review, Learning and Sharing Workshop held at The Malla Hotel, Kathmandu to discuss about
the achievements of the REDSS Project and its learnings. Workshop participants included
representatives from different stakeholders from government and non-government sectors.
Throughout the workshop, participants were mainly engaged in group discussion, presentation,
sharing activities. The discussion focused on review against the project objectives and its
learnings. The findings from this workshop will be shared to donors and project stakeholders as
project completion report for REDSS project.

1.2 Objectives
The objectives of the workshop included:
• Review the achievements and learnings from REDSS project and document them in a
good manner
• Share the REDSS project’s overall achievements and learnings to all stakeholders (REDSS
staffs, HTN other staffs, HTN board and members, SWC, CLPIU, DoE and others)
• Recognize the contribution made by all REDSS team, donors and other stakeholders

1.3 Expected results of the workshop
The expected results of the workshop included:
• Reviewed the achievements against project objectives and documented the learnings
from project in various aspects which will be useful for future projects
• All the stakeholders will be well informed about the rebuilding achievements and
learnings
• Recognized the contribution made by all concerned persons and organization for the
successful implementation of REDSS Project

1.4 Workshop Materials
Several documents were developed to conduct the workshop as follows;
● Workshop Schedule: The workshop Schedule is included in Appendix A.
●

Participant List: A list of all workshop participants is included in Appendix B.
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●

Workshop Presentation: The workshop presentation provided information on
achievements of REDSS Project, its impacts, challenges and way forward. The
presentations used in the workshop are included in Appendix C.

●

Workshop Guidelines for Review Session: The workshop guidelines for review session
were prepared separately which include the methodology for carrying out the review
session. The guiding questions and learning matrix had been developed for the purpose
which are included in Appendix D.

Section 2.0: Workshop Methodology
The workshop methodologies were group discussions, presentation, sharing, displaying
informative flexes, note keeping, action plan and reporting.

Section 3.0: Workshop Discussions
This section summarizes the discussions at the Annual Review, Learning and Sharing Workshop
2017. The following sections were developed to facilitate the workshop as per the set objectives
of the workshop.

3.1 Review of achievement against rebuilding objectives
The review was carried against two objectives of REDSS Project as follows;
Objective 1: To build back better the schools that have been damaged by earthquake 2015
Objective 2: To develop construction skill levels within Solukhumbu district to promote the use of
earthquake resistant building techniques and so that future livelihood opportunities are improved

For review of objective 1, the discussion was held based on six questionnaires developed
on different aspects and similarly for objective 2, there were three questions to discuss.
The questionnaires were objective type in the scale of achievement including space for
qualitative narration if required. Two separate groups discussed on the listed questions
and presented their discussion in the plenary. The final agreed answers from both
groups were compiled and noted the qualitative narration as the additional comments
for further reporting. The guiding questions are listed in Appendix D.
3.2 Review of learnings from REDSS Project
The discussion on review of learnings from REDSS Project was carried out based on the learning
matrix we developed. The matrix includes four different types of learning questions in the top
row and different 9 aspects of project management in the left most column. The participants
were divided in to 3 groups and assigned each group to brainstorm the lessons learnt on
different aspects of project management. The three aspects were provided to each group for
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discussion and each group presented the learnings in the plenary and provided feedback from
other remaining two groups turn by turn. The learnings were compiled in one place for further
reporting. The learning matrix has listed in Appendix D.

3.3 Sharing of achievements and learnings
The session went on sharing the overall achievements, learnings, challenges and the
action taken for way forward to these challenges for REDSS Project. Different
stakeholders were participated during the sharing session. There was display of key
information in flexes regarding the rebuilding achievements, its impact and some
procedures mainly presented with photos. The updates for communication on REDSS
Project was also shared to stakeholders which was mainly web based and social media.
Open discussion was organized to seek feedback and suggestion from participants for
further improvement.

Section 4.0: Workshop outcomes
The workshop outcomes have been presented in to three categories as follows;
- achievements against objectives
- lessons learnt
- recognition of contribution

4.1 Workshop outcome under achievements against objectives
For achievements against objectives, the final agreed scores from the group discussion
as mentioned above have been presented as follows;
Objective 1:
1.1 To what extent the schools are upgraded with safer and higher quality
classrooms?
(Tick the following scale in terms of agreed quality standard as per REDSS design and specification)

- Score: 100 % (Full achievement)
Additional comments: For all 15 schools, we have achieved agreed quality standards.
1.2 To what extent the REDSS project has met the project targets as per the MoU
with the SMCs at the project schools.
(Tick the following scale in terms of achievement)
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- Score: 100 % (Full achievement)
Additional comments: Achieved all the targets within time, budget and quality
Standards.
1.3 To what extent the REDSS project is successful to engage communities (SMC,
SRC and community) in different stages of project?
(Tick the following scale in terms of their engagement)

- Score: (76-99) % (High achievement)
Additional comments: The project tried to its best to engage the communities entire
the project period through different activities included meetings. Also, the communities
were involved in contribution for the project through labor, kind and cash contribution.
1.4 To what extent the REDSS project has fulfilled the demand of classrooms in the
project schools.
(Tick the following scale in terms of sufficiency)

- Score: (51-75) % (Average achievement)
Additional comments: From the need assessment and school verification field visit
report, the project schools need further new classrooms in addition to the REDSS
intervention. The additional needs were not addressed through REDSS due to the
shortage of budget at the time of planning. Future projects could be developed to
address the remaining needs.
1.5 To what extent the project beneficiaries (school and community) are satisfied
with project outcomes?
(Tick the following scale in terms of satisfaction level)

- Score: 100 % (Full achievement)
Additional comments: As the projects have been completed and handed over to
concerned School Management Committee (SMC) in presence of representative from
District Education Office and newly elected local bodies, we found that the schools and
communities were very satisfied.
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1.6 To what extent the project stakeholders (donors, line agencies, media etc.) are
satisfied with project outcomes?
(Tick the following scale in terms of satisfaction level)

- Score: 100 % (Full achievement)
Additional comments: With regular reporting and field visit from project stakeholders,
we have found that the donors, government and non-government line agencies
including media are fully satisfied with the outcome of the projects.
Objective 2:
2.1 To what extent the laborers directly engaged in the project schools improved
their skills and knowledge on safe building construction?
(Tick the following scale in terms of their achievement)

- Score: (76-99) % (High achievement)
Additional comments: It was good opportunity for the labors who worked with REDSS
project. They got the chances of close supervision while working on seismic resistant
building construction during the project period and they improved their skills and
knowledge on safe building construction techniques.
2.2 To what extent the local skills and knowledge on safe building construction are
improved?
(Tick the following scale in terms of demand in Solukhumbu Vs. project’s accomplishment)

- Score: (51-75) % (Average achievement)
Additional comments: The scope of REDSS project for developing the construction
skills of local labours was only limited to the labours engaged in 15 project schools. It
did not approach to conduct the mason training in the community so that the local
demand could be fulfilled.
2.3 To what extent the livelihood opportunities of the masons are improved?
(Tick the following scale in terms of opportunities they have received)

- Score: (76-99) % (High achievement)
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Additional comments: It was found that the trained masons at our year one project
sites were engaged in year two projects and other residential construction sites. Also
with the skills and knowledge gained while working at REDSS project, they have built
their confidence to work at seismic resistant building construction techniques and grab
the opportunities in the construction market in future.
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4.2 Workshop outcome under lessons learnt
The outcome of the lesson learnt from REDSS Project has been presented in the following learning matrix which was compiled from
group discussions during the workshop;
Learning Matrix Table 1

Project Management
Aspects

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

1. Planning and design
1.1. School selection process

Need assessment survey
Selection priority was given to:
- most vulnerable schools
- based on number of students
- historical relationship
- coordination with stakeholders

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?

Need to consider the
migration trend during the
selection process so that
number of students in the
newly constructed school will
be ensured in sufficient.

Not applicable

The distance among
the selected schools
as project should not
be very scattered.

Initially selected consultant
could not get approval of
design

Not applicable

Competitive
selection of
consultant

Initial cost estimation and

Not applicable

We should have

Phase wise construction (lower and upper region) was
very useful
1.2. Design approval and
process

Maintained the traditional design promoting local
resources, culture and trend
Engaged the different stakeholders in the process of
design approval for their feedbacks

1.3. Cost estimating and

Compared to first year second year estimate and
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Project Management
Aspects

budget preparation

1.4. MoU/Agreements
1.4.1. Donors
1.4.2. DoE
1.4.3. Schools

2 Donors aspects
2.1 Donor funding
management
2.1.1 Management of
fund deficit

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

budget preparation planning was better due to
availability of time of EPM and having final approved
design

MOUs/Agreements signed with all parties were clear
and to the points which made implementation easier

With team effort and support from board, we were
able to raise extra funds to maintain the fund deficit
during year 2

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?
budgeting for year 2 was
based on draft design but
revision of year 2 budgeting
was done as per approved
design due to which there
was more fund deficit for the
second year which was
challenge for HTN as the
schools had been already
offered the definite number
of classroom.
Communication with schools
should be made after proper
documentation and verbal
assurances should not be
given before proper
consultation and
documentation (related
demolition issues in year 1
schools)

Not applicable

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?
estimated the
budget based on
approved and final
design.

Verbal
assurances
should not be
committed with
the communities
before analyzing
the
consequences
and should be
documented at
the schools.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Should have
discussed and agreed
with Donors for
organization
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Project Management
Aspects

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

2.1.2 Multi-donors
management

We were able to implement multi donors funding
effectively by good coordination

2.2 Donor coordination and
communication

Kathmandu based Donor Representative was very
effective to coordinate between Donors and
implementing partner

Not applicable

Not applicable

2.3 Thoughts on capacity
building initiatives
supported by Donors on
2.3.1 Financial
Management
2.3.2 Project
Management
2.3.3 And what other
initiative/support
could have
helped the
project
implementation
better/effective
3 Project Governance
3.1 Governance structure

Worked out very well.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Principal Donors supported in Financial, Project
Management, Procurement, Audits

Due to proper planning and investment in policy

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?
sustainability fund
from each project to
strengthen HTN
Joint annual review
meeting between all
the Donors (principal
donors) and
Implementing
partner will be
beneficial for the
future projects
More support to
Board and
management level
capacity
development so
project like REDSS
can be
sustained/added in
the long run

We should have
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Project Management
Aspects

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

formulation at beginning of the project worked out
very well during the implementation

included field level
representative (SFS)
in quarterly PSC
meetings

PMP was very helpful during the implementation

3.2 Roles and
responsibilities

Due to good clarity in structure and their
corresponding roles and responsibilities, project
implementation was smooth and there was very less
confusion

3.3 Project organizations
and
meetings/workshops
etc.
4 Financial management
4.1 Fund forecast

PSC and PMP was very helpful in the implementation

4.2 Audit (internal, public &
external)

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?

Orientation to new hire
should have been clearer in
terms of field based position
(some of the field supervisors
acted as they were at Salleri
based for the beginning of the
year one)
Not applicable

Not applicable

More detailed
orientation to new
hire will be
conducted by
clarifying field based
position

Not applicable

Not applicable

The fund forecast remained sound and helpful as there
is no deficit that hampered project

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Provision of internal audit was very helpful part of the
project and supported to maintain the transparency of
the project with public audit at each sites and other
audits

Timely starting of internal
audit

Field visit of
auditor after
handover for
second year
schools and

Timely internal audit,
visit during
construction phase
as well.
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Project Management
Aspects

4.3 Fund request and release
4.3.1 KTM office to donor
4.3.2 Field office to KTM
office
5 HR management
5.1 Recruitment

5.2 Employment conditions

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?
when there are
no responsible
staff and
stakeholders

Timely internal audit
suggestions so that
corrective action if
necessary could be
taken

Timely fund request and fund transfer which made
possible smooth running of project

Not applicable

Not applicable

Field verification by
external auditor
Not applicable

The process of selecting the competitive hiring
company and presenting the final list of top most
candidates from the company to the board meeting
(includes the donor representative) for final selection
remained effective and transparent process of staffs
hiring for the REDSS project.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Staff holiday system was not
favorable to field staff

NA

No medical
insurance to the
staffs was managed

Not applicable

Not applicable

One extra room

Verbal reference check against the written reference
check was useful
Proper segregation of duties
Provision of accidental insurance

5.3 Field conditions

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?

Field staff assigned to one or two very close sites
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Project Management
Aspects

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

The staffs were supported on arrangement of their
logistic during stay in field from office and school

5.4 Performance
management system

Appraisal system used for REDSS team was good
initiative from HTN and remained one good example.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Timely recognizing the staff’s problem and taking
necessary actions at the field in the first year remained
good decision for the project.

5.5 Capacity building of
REDSS team

Trainings to staffs on different topics were useful to
achieve the objectives of the project

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?
could be taken at
field office where the
staffs and other
board members
could stay during
visit at the field
office.
Performance
Appraisal system
should have been
started from the
beginning of project
as the system of the
organization
Training should be
organized during the
beginning of project
so that staff
performance would
be enhanced.
Some of planned
trainings could not
be organized due to
the time constraints,
so planning should
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Project Management
Aspects

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?
be proper.

6 Procurement management
6.1 Center procurement
Forming separate Central Procurement Committee
(Materials)
including the donor representative was helpful.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Providing letter of
appreciation to
vendors for their
service will be
appreciated.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Providing letter of
appreciation to
vendors for their
service will be
appreciated.

Proper procurement plan and appropriate guiding
document (policy and manual) related to the project’s
need was very useful.
Segregation of suppliers as per nature of materials
approached numerous vendors from various locations
in KTM, Salleri and Jiri
Negotiation with selected vendors
Payment by a/c payee cheque
6.2 Local procurement
(Materials + labors)

SRC acting as local procurement committee in the
presence of HTN representative (Field Supervisor or
Senior Field Supervisor) as lead actor was good
approach for local procurement (both materials and
labors)
Competitive Sealed quotation
Selection of locally based vendors
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Project Management
Aspects

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?

Proper Planning was in place and some of activities like
Community meeting and SRC orientation were
introduced in second year from the year one learnings

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

The proper and effective orientation to the community
was organized in the initial phase of year two and some
corrective measures from year one was also ensured
not to repeat from the beginning of year 2 site visit for
planning.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Plan for internal

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

Good orientation to vendor about our requirement and
procedure
Payment by a/c payee cheque only
7. Community engagement
7.1 Community orientation

7.2 Community
participation

7.3 Community
contribution

Found the development of good ownership through
community participation at the project.
Met the required community contribution from each
school and community.
Helpful to meet the community contribution from the
demolished materials mainly stone and wood from the
damaged buildings without double count of labour for
demolition and value of demolished materials.

8. Project implementation
8.1 Quality management

Guiding the quality management with Project
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Project Management
Aspects

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

Management Plan (PMP)

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?
painting in the
classroom

Direct and close technical supervision, documentation
and stepwise monitoring

More number of
skylight in the celling

Approved standard drawing, design and specification
Insulation system
Quality Control Checklist
Classroom furniture
Construction Photo Checklist
8.2 Health and safety risk
management

8.3 Project sustainability
8.3.1 Maintenance
training
8.3.2 Project hand over
8.3.3 Community
ownership

From the learning for year one, the Health and Safety
Risk Management Matrix was developed which was
found very useful to address safety issues of labours
and visitors at the construction sites.

Not applicable

Standard guidelines for maintenance training and
Public audit

No seed money for
maintenance committee

Not Applicable

Safety barrier
Sufficient safety
tools

Not applicable

Not applicable

Reflection and recognition of community contribution
in public audit
Handing over the projects to the concerned School
Management Committee in the presence of
representative of District Education Office and local
elected representatives
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Project Management
Aspects

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

9. Communication and Reporting
9.1 Feedback from classroom Received appreciative feedbacks from different
users and other
stakeholders like direct users of classrooms (students
stakeholders such as
and teachers) and government officials
DEO

9.2 Logistics including
internal communications

Provide tabs and mobile to all field staffs as per the
field conditions to make ease in communication

9.3 Project reporting
(Monthly and quarterly)
9.3.1 Technical
reporting
9.3.2 Financial
reporting including
Potential cost savings or
“value engineering

The timely reporting of the project activities to all
donors and stakeholders remained very helpful to
update the project status regularly.

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

At some schools, the size of
newly built classroom does
not fit as per their number of
students and not sufficient
light if all the doors and
windows will be closed.

Not applicable

Due to the late shifting office
from Salleri to Lukla, the
desktop computer could not
be purchased which will be
useful for communication and
it was not also happened in
the year one.
Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?

Glass shutter for all
windows at front
side should be in
place to provide light
specially in high
altitude region
where the doors and
windows are
supposed to be
closed all the time in
winter season.
Proper equipment
and gears for field
staffs

Not applicable

The inputs from Project Steering Committee (PSC) on
each report before sending to donors remained as
remarkable and valuable during entire project period.
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Project Management
Aspects

Question 1: What worked well, that we should do
next time?

Question 2: What didn’t
work well, and how would
we avoid that problem next
time?

Question 3:
What did we do
that we didn’t
need to do, and
shouldn’t
bother doing
next time?

Question 4: What
didn’t we do, that
we should do next
time?

The templates used for technical and financial
reporting found as relevant as per the needs of donors
and stakeholders.
The project was closed within the budget allocation,
agreed quality and timeline which was indication of
proper project management.
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4.3 Workshop outcome under recognition of contribution
All the REDSS staffs were awarded the certificate of appreciation from two principal
donors; Himalayan Trust New Zealand and Himalayan Trust UK which was distributed
from Pushkar Lal Shrestha, Donor Coordinator. Similarly, Himalayan Trust Nepal
provided the appreciation certificate to all REDSS staffs and donors who involved
directly in REDSS Project. The token of love to all staffs were also handed over from the
chair of Himalayan Trust Nepal. Finally, the chair expressed his vote of thanks to all the
staffs including donors, supporters and many more for making the REDSS Project
successful.

Section 5.0: Next Steps and Action Planning
Proper documentation of achievements against objectives and learnings from REDSS
Project will be ensured in place by Himalayan Trust Nepal which will be useful during the
implementation of future projects. The consolidated learnings and achievement of the
project will be shared among the donors and stakeholders in Jan 2018 as project
completion report.
In addition to this, the Himalayan Trust Nepal will develop the learning documents from
REDSS Project covering the details activities for all projects. This will be shared to all
stakeholders.

Section 6.0: Conclusion
The workshop remained as useful tool to dig out the details in the set objectives. The
objectives of the workshop were met fulfilled with the completion of workshop. The
participants provided their full time and attention during the workshop which was the
main basis for success of the workshop. The outcomes of this workshop will be used for
Himalayan Trust Nepal as the important document from REDSS project for reporting to
donors and other stakeholders in the future. This workshop has provided an opportunity
to be together all the stakeholders at one place to review, learn and share the
achievements and leanings from the REDSS project and document it in qualitative
approach. Also, the workshop acted as an appropriate time to celebrate the grant
achievements of REDSS project and recognize the contribution made by all stakeholders
for making the project grant successful. The outcomes from this workshop will be
helpful as reference document for further developing the projects in the similar
contextual environment for Himalayan Trust Nepal, donors and other stakeholders.
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Appendix A: Workshop Schedule
Time

Agenda

Process/
Methodology

Materials/
Tools

Responsible/F
acilitator

Register

PO/FA

Session 1:

9:30 am-9:45
am
9:45 am10:00am
10:00 am 10:15 am

Registration

Breakfast (9:00 am-9: 30 am)
Group Photo Session (9:30 am – 9:45 am)
Attendance

Warm up

Meditation

Music system

MC

•
•
•
•

Presentation through speech and
distribution of workshop schedule
Review question?

Schedule

CAO

Introduction
Chairing
Welcome
Program objectives Sharing

Objective 01:
10:15 am11:00 am

Review workshop: project
objectives vs achievement

11:15 am12:00 pm

Review workshop: lessons
learnt

1:00 pm-3:30
pm

Review workshop: lessons
learnt (contd…)

Objective 02:
3:30 pm-4:00
pm

Video sharing-overall
programme

4:15 pm-4:30
pm
4:30 pm- 5:00
pm
Objective 03:
5:00 pm- 5:30
pm

- See Annex 1 for details

EPM/LT

Tea Break (11:00 am-11:15 am)
- See Annex 1 for details

EPM/LT

Lunch Break (12:00 am-1:00 pm)
- Compilation of learnings
- Presentation
- Documentation
Video is prepared including all events

Projector, Slides,
photocopy
Video Clip

Session 2:
Tea Break (4:00 pm-4:15 pm) - all other guests will join the workshop
Communication in REDSS
Presentation
Slide and
project
Annual report
website
Sharing the overall
- Slide presentation
Projector,
achievement and learnings of
- Gallery Display
pointer, Slides
REDSS
photo copies
Recognition ceremony
- Appreciation letter from
donor and HTN
- Other

HTN chair, Donors and CAO will
involve in recognition ceremony.
Providing appreciation certificate,
token of love and Khada to each of
them.

EPM/LT

Dawa
EPM

Appreciation
letter
Token of love
Khada

CAO

5:30 pm-6:00
pm

Short remarks:
- Donor representatives - 2
- Government agencies - 2
- Staff representative -2

Speech

MC

6:00 pm- 6:15
pm

Vote of Thanks and closing
remarks
Refreshment and dinner – 6:00 pm onward

Speech

Chair
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Appendix B: Participant List
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Appendix C: Workshop Presentation
EPM presented the overall achievements, learnings, challenges and way forward to these
challenges in the workshop. The presentation has been attached as Appendix C in
separate pdf file with this workshop report.
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Appendix D: Guidelines for Review session
Time

Agenda

10:00 am11:00 pm
(60
minutes)

Review against project objectives:
Project objective 1: To build back better
Project objective 2: To develop construction
skills

11:15 am –
3:30 pm
(3 hr 15
minutes)
(Lunch
break 12:00
pm – 1:00
pm

Review lessons learnt

Process/
Methodology
- Divide participants in to two groups and
review the achievement against both
objectives by each group with the
guiding questions (Annex 1)
- Present by each group in plenary
- Compile information from both groups
for each objective turn by turn with
common understanding
- Document the compiled information for
further reporting
- Time: group exercise – 30 minute &
presentation/compilation – 30 minutes
- Divide participants in to three groups
- Assign each group to brainstorm the
lessons learnt on different aspect of
project using the learning matrix given
in Annex 2
- Each group will present in plenary and
seek feedback from rest of two other
groups for each group
- Compile information from all groups
- Document the compiled learning for
further reporting
- Time: group exercise – 45 minute &
presentation/compilation – 45 minutes

Materials/
Tools
- Colorful Meta card
- Colorful Markers
(board + permanent)
- Flip board
- Maskin tape
- Glue stick

Facilitator

- Colorful Meta card
- Colorful Markers
(board + permanent)
- Flip board
- Maskin tape
- Glue stick

SM/LT

LT/SM
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Annex 1: Guiding questions - review against REDSS objectives
Objective 1: To build back better the schools that have been damaged by earthquake
Instructions: The following questions have been designed to measure the achievement of REDSS
objectives based on following scales1. The spaces for additional comments can be used to explain the
qualitative aspects of the achievements.

Q1.1: To what extent the schools are upgraded with safer and higher quality classrooms?
(Tick the following scale in terms of agreed quality standard as per REDSS design and
specification.)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
Q1.2: To what extent the REDSS project has met the project targets as per the MoU with
the SMCs at the project schools.
(Tick the following scale in terms of achievement.)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
Q1.3: To what extent the REDSS project is successful to engage communities (SMC, SRC
and community) in different stages of project?
(Tick the following scale in terms of their engagement.)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
1

Full achievement – (100) %, High achievement – (76-99) %, Average achievement – (51-75) %, Moderate
achievement – (26-50) %, Low achievement – (1-25) %, No achievement – (0) %
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Q1.4: To what extent the REDSS project has fulfilled the demand of classrooms in the
project schools.
(Tick the following scale in terms of sufficiency.)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
Q1.5: To what extent the project beneficiaries (school and community) are satisfied with
project outcomes?
(Tick the following scale in terms of satisfaction level.)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
Q1.6: To what extent the project stakeholders (donors, line agencies, media etc.) are
satisfied with project outcomes?
(Tick the following scale in terms of satisfaction level.)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
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Objective 2: To develop construction skill levels within Solukhumbu district to
promote the use of earthquake resistant building techniques and so that
future livelihood opportunities are improved
Q2.1: To what extent the laborers directly engaged in the project schools improved their
skills and knowledge on safe building construction?
(Tick the following scale in terms of their achievement)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
Q2.2: To what extent the local skills and knowledge on safe building construction are
improved?
(Tick the following scale in terms of demand in Solukhumbu Vs. project’s accomplishment)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
Q2.3: To what extent the livelihood opportunities of the masons are improved?
(Tick the following scale in terms of opportunities they have received)
___
(100) %
___
(76 – 99) %
___
(51 – 75) %
___
(26 – 50) %
___
(1-25) %
___
(0) %
Additional comments: __________________________________________________________________________
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Annex 2: Lessons Learnt
Guiding Questions on different aspects
•
•
•
•

What worked well, that we should do next time?
What didn’t work well, and how would we avoid that problem next time?
What did we do that we didn’t need to do, and shouldn’t bother doing next time?
What didn’t we do, that we should do next time?

Use the following Learning Matrix given in Table 1:
Group division: Divide participants in to three heterogeneous groups and assign following
aspects to each group for discussion to complete the matrix

Group 1:
1. Planning and design
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
1.4.

School selection process
Design approval and process
Cost estimating and budgets
MoU/Agreements
1.4.1. Donors
1.4.2. DoE
1.4.3. Schools

2. Donors aspects
2.1. Donor funding management
2.1.1. Management of fund deficit
2.1.2. Multi-donors management
2.2. Donor coordination and communication
2.3. Thoughts on capacity building initiatives supported by Donors on
2.3.1. Financial Management
2.3.2. Project Management
2.3.3. And what other initiative/support could have helped the project
implementation better/effective

3. Project Governance
3.1. Governance structure
3.2. Roles and responsibilities
3.3. Project organizations and meetings/workshops etc.
Group 2:
4. Financial management
4.1. Fund forecast
4.2. Audit (internal, public & external)
4.3. Fund request and release
4.3.1. KTM office to donor
4.3.2. Field office to KTM office
5. HR management
5.1. Recruitment
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5.2. Employment conditions
5.3. Field conditions
5.4. Performance management system
5.5. Capacity building (REDSS team)
6. Procurement management
6.1. Center procurement (Materials)
6.2. Local procurement (Materials + labors)
Group 3:
7. Community engagement

7.1. Community orientation
7.2. Community participation
7.3. Community contribution

8. Project implementation
8.1. Quality management
8.2. Health and safety risk management
8.3. Project sustainability
8.3.1. Maintenance training
8.3.2. Project hand over
8.3.3. Community ownership
9. Communication and Reporting
9.1. Feedback from classroom users and other stakeholders such as DEO
9.2. Logistics including internal communications
9.3. Project reporting (Monthly and quarterly)
9.3.1. Technical reporting
9.3.2. Financial reporting including Potential cost savings or “value
engineering”
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Learning Matrix Table 1
Aspects

1. Planning and design
1.1 School selection process
1.2 Design approval and process
1.3 Cost estimating and budget
preparation
1.4 MoU/Agreements
1.4.1 Donors
1.4.2 DoE
1.4.3 Schools
2. Donors aspects
2.1 Donor funding management
2.1.1 Management of fund deficit
2.1.2 Multi-donors management
2.2 Donor coordination and
communication
2.3 Thoughts on capacity building
initiatives supported by Donors on
2.3.1 Financial Management
2.3.2 Project Management
2.3.3 And what other
initiative/support could have
helped the project
implementation
better/effective
3. Project Governance
3.1 Governance structure
3.2 Roles and responsibilities

Question 1:

Question 2:

Question 3:

Question 4:

What worked well,
that we should do
next time?

What didn’t work
well, and how would
we avoid that
problem next time?

What did we do that
we didn’t need to do,
and shouldn’t bother
doing next time?

What didn’t we do,
that we should do next
time?

-
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Aspects

Question 1:

Question 2:

Question 3:

Question 4:

What worked well,
that we should do
next time?

What didn’t work
well, and how would
we avoid that
problem next time?

What did we do that
we didn’t need to do,
and shouldn’t bother
doing next time?

What didn’t we do,
that we should do next
time?

3.3 Project organizations and
meetings/workshops etc.
4. Financial Management
4.1 Fund forecast
4.2 Audit (internal, public & external)
4.3 Fund request and release
4.3.1 KTM office to donor
4.3.2 Field office to KTM office
5. HR management
5.1 Recruitment,
5.2 Employment conditions
5.3 Field conditions
5.4 Performance management system
5.5 Capacity building (REDSS team)
6. Procurement management
6.3 Center procurement (Materials)
6.4 Local procurement (Materials +
labors)
7. Community engagement
7.1 Community orientation
7.2 Community participation
7.3 Community contribution
8. Project implementation
8.1 Quality management
8.2 Health and safety risk management
8.3 Project sustainability
8.3.1 Maintenance training
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Aspects

Question 1:

Question 2:

Question 3:

Question 4:

What worked well,
that we should do
next time?

What didn’t work
well, and how would
we avoid that
problem next time?

What did we do that
we didn’t need to do,
and shouldn’t bother
doing next time?

What didn’t we do,
that we should do next
time?

8.3.2 Project hand over
8.3.3 Community ownership
9 Communication and Reporting
9.1 Feedback from classroom users and
other stakeholders such as DEO
9.2 Logistics including internal
communications
9.3 Project reporting (Monthly and
quarterly)
9.3.1 Technical reporting
9.3.2 Financial reporting including
Potential cost savings or
“value engineering
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Appendix E: Workshop photographs

Group-1 discussing on review of achievement
against REDSS objectives

Group-2 discussing on review of achievement
against REDSS objectives

Group-1 brainstorming on lessons learnt from
REDSS project

Group-2 brainstorming on lessons learnt from
REDSS project

Group-3 brainstorming on lessons learnt from
REDSS project

Mr. Lhakpa Tenji is facilitating the workshop
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Mr. Rinji Sherpa-SFS is presenting his team
discussion in the plenary

Mr. Bidur Mukhiya (Sunuwar) is presenting his team
discussion in the plenary

Glimpse of Review session meeting

Mr. Lhakpa Tenji is facilitating the sharing and
recognition session

Participants introducing each other during the
sharing session

Mr. Satya Man Lama-EPM is sharing overall
achievement of REDSS, its challenges and way
forwards to the participants
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One of the participants is keenly looking at
information at flex about the REDSS achievements

One of the donors, Ms. Phurba Sona Sherpa-TGHF
is interestingly looking at information on flex, the
schools for which she has supported

Mr. Pushkar Lal Shrestha-Donor Coordinator is
announcing for certificate of appreciation to all
REDSS staffs from principal donors (HTNZ and
HTUK)

REDSS Project Steering Committee (PSC) members
were well appreciated by the certification of
appreciation from principal donors

REDSS team receiving appreciation from Himalayan
Trust Nepal and principal donors

Himalayan Trust Nepal is providing the
appreciation certificate to all donors and supporters
for successfully accomplishing the REDSS project
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Ms. Phurba Sona Sherpa-TGHF is receiving the
appreciation certificate from Himalayan Trust Nepal

Mr. Uddhab Nepal, Representative of Ministry of
Education, Central Level Project Implementation
Unit (CLPIU) delivering his vote of thanks to all
participants of the workshop

Mr. Pasang Dawa Sherpa, the chair of Himalayan
Trust Nepal is giving his speech for vote of thanks
to all participants and the REDSS team

The workshop participants posing for group photo
session after the review and sharing session

Mr. Pasang Sherpa Lama-CAO of Himalayan Trust
Nepal is sharing his experiences with REDSS project
to the representative of CLPIU during the meeting

Support from everyone is very valuable from
individual level. The smiling faces of other donors,
after receiving the appreciation certificate from
Himalayan Trust Nepal
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